UKG for Public Sector

UKG and Tyler Technologies’ Munis Integration
Develop a superior workforce management and human capital
management strategy
The power of integrating UKG and Tyler Technologies’ Munis solutions
It is not uncommon in today’s market to see organizations utilizing multiple and oftentimes disparate
software systems to accommodate time, labor, and human resources needs. However, every available tool,
software, or strategy should be taken advantage of in order to best manage your employees’ daily
productivity and hire-to-retire experience, while lessening the administrative burden on your HR and payroll
staff.
Most people have come to expect the ability to integrate one piece of enterprise-level software with another.
But delivering an easy-to-implement and easy-to use-integration experience can sometimes be challenging.
UKG (Ultimate Kronos Group) has worked alongside Tyler Technologies’ Munis (Munis) for more than 20
years to develop and implement a superior workforce management and human capital management
integration strategy. With 450+ common customers, UKG and Munis have identified key indicators for a
successful integration strategy to deliver the best experience for your organization.

Reduced burden on
IT staff

Streamlined position
management

Improved onboarding
experience

As a configurable solution, the
UKG™/Munis integration doesn’t
need to be individually
developed, resulting in shorter
implementation timelines and
faster returns on investment.
Plus, this cloud-based unified
system delivered by our industry
experts reduces the burden on
your IT staff so they can prioritize
other projects.

Data imports of employee
records and job class information
result in enhanced position
management workflows to
increase accuracy and reduce
administrative burdens. With
labor hour, pay type, and
position data being seamlessly
transferred between payroll and
finance, you can deliver perfect
paychecks to your employees.

Creating a unified system for new
employees to easily learn and
adapt to results in reduced
manual processes for HR staff.
With fewer manual interventions
needed to import demographic,
job class, and pay type data, HR
staff can spend more time on
other, more productive
initiatives.
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Extend Your ERP’s Capabilities
Discover the power of a seamless UKG/Munis integration
Fill functionality gaps and extend your system’s capabilities
With a configurable integration that provides ready access to the functionality you need today, it’s easy to
see why UKG and Munis have the most integrations implemented in the market. A seamless implementation
process and streamlined user experience are essential for staff to effectively leverage the power of a full
human capital management suite. Filling functionality gaps and extending your system’s capabilities with a
UKG/Munis integration allow you to:
• Track extra-duty hours with the job transfer option to clock in, with records automatically calculated and
adjustments made for processing orders
• Effectively manage grants and projects with up-to-date, detailed data while ensuring funds are being
pulled from the correct financial account
• Reduce manager time spent on multiple timecard approvals with one timecard per employee and
managers only approving time worked for their department
• Leverage enhanced reporting features and visuals with complete, real-time data through ad hoc,
scheduled, or custom reports
• Track and allocate hours worked to feed weighted average overtime calculations and shift differentials,
ensuring perfect paychecks
• Foster employee accountability and safety with punch in/out features such as geolocation and
geofencing with mobile functionality

Connect with us online @UKG.com
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